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Dear W. Secretary:

I am writing to express my strong support for the htition for h1 making filed by the American
Coliep of helear Physicims and the Society of hclast Medicine. I an a practicing _(Itaclear edicine
tachrolonist , at Wrta Plant Espital in Clearwater, Florida). I en deeply concerned wer the revised
10 GR 35 replatims (effective April 1967) goveming the edical use of byprohet material as they
significantly inpact my ability to practice histr-plity Nelear Medicine /melear Pharnecy and are

; preventing me fra pewiding optimized care to indivikal patients.

The NR* should recognize that the FIM does allcw, and often encourages, other clinical uses of
apprwed drugs, and actively discourages the autunission of @ysician-s;onsored I!O's that describe new
indications for apprwed drugs. The package insert was never intended to prohibit physicians fra
deviating fran it for other indications; on the contrary, such deviation is necessary for grcwth in
developing new diagnostic and therapeutic procektes. In many cases,nanufacturers will never gp back to
the FTR to revise a package insert to include a new indication because it is not required by the Fih and
there is sinply no econmic incentive to do so.

Carrently, the regulatory prwisions in Part 35 (35.100, 35.200, 35.300 and 33.17 (a) (4) do not
c11cw practices which are legitinate and leSal under IIM resplations and State pedicine and pharnacy
laws. 1hese regulations therefore inappropriately interfere with the practice of nedicine, which
directly contradicts the IRC's Medical Policy statament against such interference.

I

Finally, I would like to point out that highly restrictive !@C regulatims will only jeopardize
public health and safety by: restricting access to appropriate Eclear medicine ptoce&res; exposing

i patients to higher radiation absorbed doses fra alternative lepl, but non-optinal, studies; and
exposing hospital personnel to higher radiation absorbed doses because of tawarranted, repetitive
procekres. The NRC should not strive to construct proscriptive regulations to cover all aspects of
medicine, nor shculd it attaipt to regulate radio @armaceutical use. Instead, the !$C should rely on the
expertise of IIA, State Boards of Healthcare Organizations, radiation safety ecmmittees, institutional
Q/A review proce&res, and nost inportantly, the professional judgement of physicians and pharmacists who
have been well-trained to administer aM prepare these asterials.

Since the NRC's prinary regulatory focus appears to be based on the unsubstantiated asstaption that

mi=*nkistrations, particularly those iwolving diagnostic radio @arnaceuticals, pose a serious threat
to the public health and safety, I strongly urge the NRC to tursue a conprehensive study by a re;utable
scientific panel, su2 as the National Academy of Sciences or the NmP, to assess the radiobiological
effects of misaddnistrations frczn Welear Edicine diagnostic and therapeutie studies. I firmly believe
that the results of such a stujy will daionstrate that the NRC's efforts to inpose nore and note

|
stringent regulatims are unnecessary and rot cost-effective in relation to the extranely Icw health

I risks of these studies.

In closing, I strongly urge the NRC to adopt the amp /S!N Petition for Rulanting as expediticusly
'

es possible.
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